WARNING

Ensure the unit is properly grounded / earthed.

USE

Installation work should be carried out by a qualified electrician.

Do not use in the following places:

Do not modify and disassemble the unit unnecessarily.
Do not allow children to hang from the unit.

- Where the ambient temperature is below - 10 C or above 40 C
- Where the unit may come into direct contact with water.
- Where the unit is under direct or strong sunlight.
- Where condensation may form within the unit.

Use a single-phase AC 220V-240V/50Hz power supply.
1. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical,

n ot applied. Moreover. you must not use nylon brush or brush broom to smear the apparatus, in order to avoid

Leting the back of the
hand close to the air
outlet slowly.

Rub both hands
one another.

Put the cover back on and fasten the screws.

instruction concerning used of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children
shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
2. This appliance is not intended for ues by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning

Locations where the temperature can exceed -10 C or 40 C.

Clean unit with a soft cloth.
If unit gets very dirty, clean with a soft cloth dampened with neutral
agent, then clean with a dry soft cloth.
Remove the dirt from the sensor.(This wil prevent malfunctions)

Locations where the unit is under direct of strong sunlight
Locations where there is a lot of condensation.
Locations where corrosive, neutral, or reductive gases are present.
Places lower than 0m or higher than 2000m above sea level
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
241MM

4. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or a similarly qualified
person in order to avoid a hazard.

Before it gets obviously dirty

Locations where the unit may come into direct contact with water.

3.Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
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Note
Age

Mounting
Height

112 cm

Use asingle-phase alternating current 220 -240Vpower supoly.

241MM
Floor

c auses electric shock, fire and other accidents.

Maintenance
Specification

Do not install in the following types of location, otherwise this may cause malfunction:

use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

4. It is forbidden ta decompose, repair and transform the aircraft without professional persons, or else it might
5.If the machine breaks down, Let professional repair technicians to repair.

Cleaning the Unit body

sensory or mental capabilities if lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or

2.During the cleaning, you should prevent the water drop into the machines in order to avoid eleclric shock or
3.The machine should pull out or shut down power at off duty time,which can long the service life for the machine.

Take the dryer front cover off and then fix machine on the wall with the enclosed screws.

Installation

scratches and lacerations.
short circuit.

Loosen the screws at each side of the dryer.
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Usage and Installation Manual

clean. The acid or alkaline detergent in bathroom like benzene, lacquer thinner and abrasives, are absolutely

Leting the palm of the
hand closeto the air
outlet slowly.

Be sure to install a residual current circuit break (RCD)

258MM

Stainless Steel High Speed Hand Dryer

Do not open the front panel once installed.
Do not allow the unit to get excessively wet.

1.For shell marks, please cut off power first and use soft cloth dioped neutral detergent to smear and then smear

Only use neutral cleaning products.
Do not use thinners, acidic or alkaline toilet cleaners, or nylon
brush.
If chemical cloths used, please read their instructions first.
Disinfectants or alcohol based cleaning agents may damage
your hand dryer.
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WARNING

Before you clean the unit,
pull the plug out from the socket-o
utlet,Cut off the power.

Voltaga

AC220V- 240V/ 50Hz

Rated Power

1450W

Sensor Range

50~120MM

Wind Speed

>90M/S

Air Temperature

>54 C

Net Weight

4.5 KGS

Dimensions

W320x D293 x H163(mm)

Waterproof Rating

IPX1

Electric Shock Protection

Class I

